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Disappearing Animals - Africa  NEW 
A moving book of puzzles about the worlds disappearing animals by Iain Smyth
Casebound 8” x 10.25” * 6 spreads* pull-tabs, dials, sliding panels with pull-out booklet
Introducing this clever puzzle book which highlights precious endangered animals. Each 
spread is a puzzle to solve the puzzle, turn dials, pull the tabs or slide panels to reveal the 
endangered animal. Features pull-out booklets containing information on each animal  
including weight, diet, habitat and an image of the solved puzzle.  Included in this Africa 
edition are Rhinoceros, Cheetah, Crocodile, Turtle and Panther. More editions to follow.

Slide the tabs to solve the puzzle and uncover
the endangered animal on each spread

The Weather  PdfThe Weather Pop-Up Book video

The Weather Pop-Up Book by Maike Biederstädt

Hardcover * 210 x 300mm *  12pages* pop-ups *

The forces of nature have a large impact on the earth.  Nature brings  
severe  storms and tornadoes, high ocean waves, snow, ice and rain , all which  
impact our daily lives. The Weather book tells us and shows us in pop-up  form 
about the power of nature
Sold: US, UK, Germany, Korea Next co-edition 

November 2022

Solved puzzle with pull-out booklet

Video Bologna dummy

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ijyz43vu0j37t9i/The%20Weather%20Book.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDewhwctXyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRB0IbG_a18
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The Twelve Days of Christmas by Iain Smyth NEW
Casebound *177 x 177mm * 12 Spreads* Foils* Die-cuts*
The Twelve Days of Christmas is brought to life with twelve  beautifully crafted 
moving sculptures.  A fantastic book that all ages can enjoy and be brought out year 
after year as the Christmas season is celebrated. Makes a perfect gift to be 
displayed while counting down the days to Christmas.

On the first day of Christmas my true 
love gave me to.

A partridge in a Pear Tree…

Christmas Cards – A self assembly Pop-Up Kit  NEW
by David A. Carter and James Diaz

Envelope with die cut pieces  to make 6 cards *219mm x 314mm*
Great holiday activity with this self-assembly pop-up card kit which 
includes six die cut templates to make six holiday cards. Includes simple 
assembly instructions.

On the sixth day of Christmas my true 
love gave me to.

Six geese a laying…

On the fifth day of Christmas my true 
love gave me to.
Five gold rings…

On the second day of Christmas my 
true love gave me to.

Two turtle doves…



Potty Time by Checa Diaz - NEW
Trim size: 6.25 x 6.25 inches * 7 spreads  with flaps* Ages 2+ *
Bunny has a baby brother, but he still wears a diaper. He Loves his diaper and 
plays, climbs trees and even skateboards in it. But every so often he says, “OH 
NO!!!”. Let’s help big brother teach Baby Bunny all about POTTY TIME!
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It’s Bath Time by Checa Diaz - NEW
Trim size: 6.25 x 6.25 inches * 7 spreads  with flaps and pull tabs* Ages 2+ *
It’s almost  bedtime and Bunny must take a bath. He has lots of bath toys, 
what should he play with? Bath time is more fun when you have a toy, and 
Bunny does a good job of getting dried and brushing his teeth and is happy 
to hop into bed and have sweet dreams.

Deep in the Sea You Will See   3+ NEW
by Susan Katz  Illustrations and paper engineering by David A. Carter

Board book*  6 x 8” * 6 spreads * gatefolds  and pop-ups on each spread * open size  6’ x 30: *

Deep in the Sea is a sturdy board book with flaps  and simple pop-ups. You probably know that a frog croaks, but did you know  that a frogfish cloaks? Discover animals who share 

a similar name but are very different!. These simple pop-ups reveal their differences in this delightful introduction to amazing creatures of land and sea.

Sold: US

Deep in the Sea video

2 gatefolds on each spread  reveal a land or sea animal with a similar names but different habitats.

Baby Bunny: Potty Time video Baby Bunny: Bath Time video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWgqX1D22O8
https://youtu.be/ft_Aa6CDWbM
https://youtu.be/RedKpOS3CHo
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Move!  by David A. Carter NEW
A Multi-Dimensional Movable Book Celebrating Movement
Trim 8” x 8” * 6 spreads * Pull tabs, pop-ups and wheels *
In his latest work, David A. Carter has outdone himself with his pop-up sculptures 
celebrating movement. The reader interacts with the paper sculptures by pulling tabs 
left and right to create swish swashing ribbons of color, turning wheels to see  coils 
rise and fall. Simple up and down and back and forth movements create an illusion 
that the sculptures seemingly come to life with the bonus of the wonderful sound 
each pop-up makes as it moves with the aid of the reader.
Sold: French 

Up, down and around, and the pulsing paper 
comes to life.

Move video
Left, right, swish swash and the 

colors mesh in time.

Round and round we go, and the 
coils rise through space.

The Complexities of Pop-Up  by David A. Carter and James Diaz  NEW
8 & up * 14 Pages * pull tabs * flaps * wheels and pop-ups  *
32cm x 23 cm*
In this sequel title to the bestselling The Elements of Pop-Up, the reader
is taken deeper into the art of paper engineering. Step by step instructions on how 
to create more complex folds, cuts, and pop-ups are clearly explained and 
diagrammed in this sure to be bestselling sequel title. 

The Elements of Pop-Up by David A. Carter and James Diaz
Age 8 and up * 18 Pages * pull tabs * flaps * wheels and pop-ups * 32cm x 23 cm*
Every aspect of the creation of a pop-up, known as paper engineering, is clearly and 
thoroughly covered. All types of parallel folds, angle folds, wheels, and pull tabs are 
accurately detailed, flat and in dimension. 
SOLD: U.S, Japan, Germany, Spain, France, China

The Elements of Pop-Up video

With step-by-step instructions to 
create complex pop-ups.

The Complexities of Pop-Up video

https://youtu.be/wa8Sml-WdSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oPjOhQ-JCg
https://youtu.be/8iTxyt4is24


One Red Dot video

Blue 2 video

Ages 3 + * Extent: 9” x 9” x 1.5” * 10 spreads with pop-ups and touch and feel elements* 
SOLD: USA, Canada, France, Italy,  Japan, Simplified Chinese

6oo Black Spots by David A. Carter
600 black spots are located throughout 
the book and the readers job is to find all 
of  them. Some are easier to find than 
others, but you will be sure to enjoy the 
search.

Yellow Square by David A. Carter
As in the other titles in this magnificent series the reader  has a 
mission to find the yellow square on each sculpture. You may 
have to look very carefully!

White Noise by David A. Carter
White Noise is the final title in this amazing color series. This 
title plays on the senses incorporating sound into every spread. 
Experience the sound by  simply pulling the tabs or spinning the 
wheels.  

Blue 2 by David A. Carter
The object of Blue 2 other than to enjoy the unique paper 
sculptures is  to find the Blue 2 is hidden in each of these 
spectacular pop-up sculptures. There's a glistening Blue 2, a 
slippery Blue 2, and even a suspended Blue 2. 

600 Black Spots video

Yellow Square video

White Noise video
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One Red Dot by David A. Carter
David Carter takes the art of paper engineering to a new level 
with his award winning One Red Dot series. In  this the first title 
One Red Dot  The reader is  challenged to find the red dot in each 
of the ten  magnificent paper  sculptures. 

Next co-edition for series 
ex-works April 2023

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45Y5Vlq8GcY&t=39s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLfiuKam6v8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYLVih7T3lo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X99aAWTZi60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1nI4250_8Q


Tilt the book to the right to see the picture change. 7

Where is Honey Bear by David A. Carter  NEW
Board Book : Cover trim 177 x 165mm* 6 spreads with flaps * pop-up*

Where is Honey Bear? Is he lurking behind a leaf, no it’s not Honey Bear it’s his friend Kinkaju who is looking for Honey Bear too. Is Honey Bear sneaking 
through the grass, no it’s Sneaky Snake, where can Honey Bear be?

Happy Monkey. Grumpy Monkey by Gordon Silveria  NEW
Trim size: 140 x 140mm” * 8 Spreads*
Colorful and fun book depicting feelings or emotions in a visual way such as cheerful, brave and jolly. Simply rotate 
the book and the same image shows the opposite feeling or emotions such as  glum, scared and gloomy. 

Left, Right  - A Double Take Book of Opposites by David A. Carter
6 x 6 inches* 4 spreads* die cut cover with acetate *.
Another exciting new title from David Carter this changing picture book of opposites is a unique format and work of art.. Tilt the pages one way see an image and then tilt  the 
opposite way to see an opposite image. Bright, fun and colorful, it’s not quite magic but gives the illusion of it.
Sold: France

Left, Right video

Rotate the book 
to change the 

image.

https://youtu.be/fyhbuchq_os
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Like You, Like Me NEW
10 x 10 x 0.25inches*  Hardcover* 30 Pages* Storybook *
I Iike my freckles! I Iike my gIasses! I Iike my crazy, curIy hair! Everyone has something special to Iike about themselves. This book about positive self-image helps kids continue to 
appreciate themselves as they grow by celebrating their differences. Rhyming text and endearing illustrations recognize common insecurities children (and adults) may have and 
reverse them, encouraging us all to embrace uniqueness in ourselves and others as special, and simply human.
Sold: US, Castilian, Catalan

Like You, Like Me PDF

Wherever I Go  
by Heather Brown
8"H x 8"W * 8 pages * Format: Touch and Feel Board Book*
This sweet and simple Touch and Feel book leads children through the countryside, the 
city, the ocean, and the skies.. K ids will love to follow along and trace the raised red 
line in this book about the joys of travel and the comfort of home. They’ll find 
something new in the cleverly detailed illustrations each time they read and dream of 
their own future travels.
Sold: US

Peanut & Grape
by Kathy Knight, Illustrator: Shannon Chandler
8"H x 8"W * 8 pages* Format: Board Book *
Morning and night, rain or shine, through thick and thin, Peanut and Grape are always 
better together. This sweet book about friendship will delight kids with fun rhymes 
and silly puns about one perfect pair. This book makes a great gift for your child and 
their best buddy.
Sold: US

Wherever I go PDF
Peanut & Grape  PDF

https://www.dropbox.com/s/w17dxz5naqmaizz/LikeYouLikeMe%20.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/a6tai3yervkjtii/Book-WhereverIGO.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ugigrah4dlp5jmx/BB0102%20Peanut%20%26%20Grape%20with%20cover.pdf?dl=0
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Counting
Count from one to five in this 
first concept pop-up book!

Colors: 
Bugs appear in every hue in the 
pop-up book focused on the 
first concept of color!

Up & Down
Bugs go in all directions in this pop-
up book focused on the first 
concept of direction!

Opposites
Bugs use humor and color 
to illustrate the first 
concept of opposites!

Bugs Concept Colors video

Bugs Concept Opposites video

A Bugs Pop-up Concept Series by David A. Carter
Hardcover *6.5” x 8.5” * 7 spreads  * pop-ups with pop-ups * Also available 
in mini format as a boxed set *  Book 4.25: x 5.5” – Box 4.5” x 5.75” x 2.5” *
Early concept sturdy pop-ups books featuring color pop-up bugs which are 
sure to delight youngsters while learning Colors, Counting, Opposites and 
Up & Down.
SOLD: US

Bugs Concept Up & Down video

Bugs Concept Counting video

Noodles
by Sara weeks and David A. Carter
Ages 3+ *  Casebound 190 x 190mm* 9 Spreads* pop-ups*.
It's the show of shows when the noodle circus comes to town! Step right up and see 
Stan Manicotti, the big muscleman, eat ravioli right out of the can; Yoni, the world-
famous mad macaroni, shoot herself out of a huge cannelloni; and Eddie Tubetti juggle 
spaghetti (he says when it sticks to the ceiling, it's ready)!

Also available in 
Mini box set.

https://youtu.be/mG-VSAdOD9E
https://youtu.be/PsP3KLmmUvs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmhz7CFPo6g
https://youtu.be/eKRYhgRuXkc


Applebee’s Colors by David Pelham
Hardcover *  6.4 x 6.3 x 1.4 inches * 8 spreads * pop-ups * pull tabs *
Meet Applebee Cat and his silly mouse friends. Applebee will make children laugh out 
loud as they tumble along from page to page  Learning basic concepts has never been 
easier to grasp in such a kid-friendly, hands-on format with bright and colorful 
illustrations that literally jump off the page.
SOLD: Japan, Simplified Chinese , English language China

Applebee Numbers video

Applebee Opposites video

Applebee Colors video

Applebee Shapes video
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Applebee’s Numbers by David Pelham
Hardcover *  6.4 x 6.3 x 1.4 inches * 8 spreads * pop-ups * pull tabs *
Join the irrepressible Apple Cat and his mischievous mouse  friends as the 
reader is prompted to search the correct number of mice on each spread by 
pulling tabs or lifting flaps and having a lot of fun..
SOLD: Japan, Simplified Chinese , English language China

Applebee’s Opposites by David Pelham
Hardcover *  6.4 x 6.3 x 1.4 inches * 8 spreads * pop-ups * pull tabs *
Join the irrepressible Applebee Cat and his mischievous mouse friends in an over and 
under, up and down, in and out pop-up adventure in this interactive book of opposites..
SOLD: Japan, Simplified Chinese , English language China

Applebee’s Shapes by David Pelham
Hardcover *  6.4 x 6.3 x 1.4 inches * 8 spreads * pop-ups * pull tabs *
Laugh with mild-mannered Applebee Cat as he learns about shapes with the help of 
his fiendishly funny mouse friends. Children will have fun as they learn to identify 
shapes from crescents to circle, to stars, to squares.
SOLD: Japan, Simplified Chinese , English language China

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQNq2GlDloU
https://youtu.be/Y2AANUTWBp8
https://youtu.be/bXbB5jh0Tiw
https://youtu.be/xcd2M-goxlI
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Count to 100 video

Exploring Color and  Count to 100  NEW
A Movable Board Book by David Carter
Board Book * 8.” x 8”  (open size 8 “x 18”) * spreads with  sliding tabs *  
Two sturdy  activity concept board books that introduce colors and numbers.  What color do black and  white make when mixed or blue and red? Exploring Color introduces 
primary and secondary colors and includes  a pullout rainbow at the end. In Count to 100 it’s easy to learn to count to ten but what comes next? Pullout tabs or follow the arrows to 
reveal the answers.

Exploring Color video

Funny Face – A Flexi Book by David A. Carter   NEW
150mm x 150mm * 12 panels *  sturdy flexible board book * cloth between panels*
An interactive flexible book with endless combinations of funny faces with each flip of the colorful panels. Fun, sturdy, colorful, tactile and easy to manipulate 
equals a lot of fun for children to explore all the funny faces they can make, some that match and some that don’t!
Sold: France

Funny Face video

https://youtu.be/r5Cbc5nx4Nk
https://youtu.be/UiOTgNOkn2g
https://youtu.be/4yuEWh75BIU
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Patterns, Colors, Numbers and Shapes - A fold out flap book series by Sophie Pelham 
Ages 2+ *  Cover trim: 6.3” x 6.3” * 16 pages with flaps *
A series of four beautifully designed concept books that are engaging and entertaining. As the pages are turned and the flaps left open  each  turn of the page 
adds a layer to create a surprise ending.
SOLD: Japan, China

Click HERE for video Click HERE for video

Shapes
Turn each page and  identify the various shapes, 
by  leaving the flaps open gradually the shapes 
are layered to reveal a beautiful finale on the 
last page.  Children will delight in trying to guess 
what the layers are going to reveal.
. 

Colors
Turn each page and  identify the various 
colors of the rainbow. By  leaving the flaps 
open gradually the flaps are layered to reveal 
a beautiful finale. 

Numbers
Turn each page and countdown from 10 to 1. 
As the flaps are left open to the left gradually 
the layered flaps reveal a beautiful finale 

with a pop-up surprise  on the last page. 

Patterns
Turn each page and  identify the various 
patterns from stripes to waves to zig-zags. By  
leaving the flaps open gradually the flaps are 
layered to reveal a beautiful finale on the last 
page. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0J5GaeGHaY&t=37s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rd5hi69AR5I


X-Ray: Dinosaurs A Double Take Book NEW
Illustrations by Owen Davey
Board Book * 8.25” x 7.25” * 4 spreads with 7 changing images * clear acetate cover*
A unique changing picture book featuring 7 dinosaurs including  Tyrannosaurus Rex, 
Talarurus, Kentrosaurus, Microraptor, and Triceratops. With a simple tilt of the book, the 
image changes  to show the dinosaur skeleton. Includes fun facts such as what period 
dinosaurs lived in,  their size, weight and diet .
Sold: Italy, China (English language). 

Click HERE for video

Tilt the book to the right and  left  to see the picture change.

What comes from an Egg? by Maike Biederstädt                 
Hardcover * 165mm x 220mm * Portrait * 6 spreads with pop-ups *
High up in the tree, deep in the coral reef, at the remote South Pole, on the 
warm sandy beach and in the hot tropics – birds, clown fish, emperor 
penguins, turtles  and crocodiles hatch from their eggs.  This enchanting 
pop-up book celebrates the egg and all the animals that hatch from it.
SOLD: W. English, German

What's in the Egg? PdfWhat's in the Egg? Video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCm7FL6Ncgs
https://www.dropbox.com/s/vw8mgyxe0l1wdm0/Whats_in_the_Egg.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-bvwr7JaME


HOW MANY BUGS IN A BOX? Series by David A Carter
Approx trim size (varies by title) *  185mm x 150mm *
How Many Bugs in a Box? Is the book that started the “ Bugs” 
phenomenon and led to over 6 million copies sold to date. With
over 25 titles this series has something for almost every occasion 
including School Bugs, Beach Bugs, Bedtime Bugs, and many, many 
more!                                                       
SOLD: USA and select titles sold in Japan, Korea and China

How Many Bugs in a Box? video

Bugs That Go! video

The 12 Bugs of Christmas videoBedtime Bugs video

Alpha Bugs video
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Beach Bugs video Builder Bugs video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjY8ulpdPfU&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2aoQ-ovNQd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kJJ1vqxgJ8&t=17s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3l2Rc1qCv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyIQUtvOz4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVOaSyU9rFU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lU5oPpiXR80
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THE RIGHT SHOES FOR ME
Author: Kathy Knight, Illustrator: Heather Brown
Board Book * 8" H x 8" W 8 * 6  spreads with Tie, Buckle, & Zip *
The Right Shoes For Me explores all kinds of shoes and lets kids practice different ways of fastening them. Highly interactive and tactile, learn to tie, buckle, and zip-up tight as 
you search for the shoes that will fit you just right!
Sold: US

Ten Wishing Stars - A Countdown to Bedtime Book
Hardcover * 9” x 7” * 18 pages * Glow in the dark stars *.
This countdown to bedtime book follows ten sweet little sheep at bedtime as they gaze up at the night sky, each wishing upon their very own wishing star. 
Watch as each little sheep’s wish comes true until only one wish is left. 
Sold : North America, W. French, Japan, China

Ten Wishing Stars PDFTen Wishing Stars video

What Makes a Rainbow? - A Magically appearing Ribbon Book Age 3+
by Betty Ann Schwartz
Hardcover * 7” x 7” * 12  pages *  Ribbons * Pop-up  * Also available  12” x 9”*
A learning toy and activity book for young children to help teach them the colors of the rainbow with a pleasing story and pop-up surprise ending. As each page is turned a 
colorful ribbon appears as if by magic. The final page has a nice pop-up with a surprise ending.
SOLD: US, Japan, Simplified Chinese What Makes A Rainbow video

The Right Shoes For MeThe Right Shoes For Me PDF

Glow in the 
dark stars.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/iqsk2xsdb2q22j7/Ten%20Wishing%20Stars.pdf?dl=0
https://youtu.be/9oYSTbmsRbg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXEmjY9myvo&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/3mQvqBj2yqI
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s9ypojyfoicv0mw/88930-TheRightShoesForMe.pdf?dl=0
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What Do You See? by David A. Carter
A Pop-Up Book That Explores Your Creativity Through Spontaneous Association 
Hardcover * 8.25” x 8.25”  * 7 spreads with pop-up sculptures *
In What Do You See? David Carters unique style shines.  Art is a matter of personal taste 
and interpretation and  here, the reader is prompted to use their imagination to discover 
what it is they see in each sculpture.
Sold: France

These sculptures can be anything you imagine them to be. 
There is no right, there is no wrong. 
Only you can see what you can see.

What do you see?

What Do You See videoWhat Do You See Pdf

Merry Christmas Tree: An Ode to the Christmas Tree  New for fall 2023

by David A. Carter

178mm x 255mm * 5 spreads * 7  pop-up sculptures* gate folds *

Not all Christmas trees are created equal, in this ode to the Christmas 

Tree,  David Carter  presents unique take on these decorative 3-D trees. Each spread 

features an amazing three-dimensional Christmas tree from a whimsical tree, a 

delicate tree, a grand tree and even a jazzy tree. 

Merry Christmas Tree PDF Merry Christmas Tree video

https://youtu.be/YfSPiJugQ70
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s5nc9x0521cz5gu/What%20Do%20You%20See.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8u5mfye67cefpl6/Merry%20Christmas%2C%20Tree.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7jZ9Eb4MuI&feature=youtu.be


Black Cat White Cat – A Pop-Up Book of Opposites
by Chuck Murphy
Hardcover * 170  x  170mm * 5 spreads * flaps * pull tabs and gatefold *
In this unique book of opposites, by lifting flaps or pulling tabs we can find cats of all 
types, fat cats, thin cats, near cats, far cats, young and old cats. 
Sold: Japan

Color Surprises  - A Pop-Up Book of Colors
by Chuck Murphy
Hardcover * 170  x  170mm * 5 spreads * flaps * pull tabs and gatefold *
Can you guess what’s hiding behind each colorful flap? Lift, or pull the tab to see an  
amazing colorful creature  jump off the page..
Sold:  US, Japan, Korea, France, Italy

Click HERE for videoClick HERE for video 

Click HERE for videoClick HERE for video

One To Ten - A Pop-Up Book of Numbers
by Chuck Murphy
Hardcover * 170  x  170mm * 5 spreads * flaps * pull tabs and gatefold *
Guess what’s hidden behind each number! Large numbers in alternating 
black and white open to reveal dazzling colorful surprises on each page of 
this award-winning book of numbers. 
Sold:  US, Japan, Korea, France, Italy
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Bow Wow  - A Pop-Up Book of Shapes
by Chuck Murphy
Hardcover * 170  x  170mm * 5 spreads * flaps * pull tabs and gatefold *
What better way to learn concepts than with the help of  dogs. Bow Wow introduces 
shapes in alternating black  white images but lift the flap to find dogs big and small in 
this  colorful book of shapes.
Sold: Japan

https://youtu.be/iRDl1tlaKi8
https://youtu.be/jf7Y5OkDyns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kQbPxAf42g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FebQq03bINI


Who Do You Love - A Touch & Feel Bedtime Book Age 2+
Age 2+ * Hardcover with gatefold * 9” x 8” * 12 pages *
Who does Little Bear love? Little Bear’s furry mom, fuzzy dad, curly-haired grandma and other touchable bear buddies are waiting underneath full-page flaps. Toddlers will come 

back again and again to this charming book for its sweet text, hand-painted illustrations, and touchable textures.
SOLD: US, Can, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Russia

Good Morning, Good Night - A Touch & Feel Bedtime Book Age 2+
Hardcover with gatefolds * 9” x 8” * 12 pages * Touch and feel on each spread*
Lay your little sleepyhead to rest with  "Good Morning, Good Night" featuring fold-out pages and soft fur tactiles! Follow along as five animals 
settle down after a long day of play, then feel the fur on each one, adding an interactive experience to the story. It's the perfect bedtime book 
for you and your child!
SOLD: US, Can, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Russia 

Good Morning, Good Night PDF

Who Do You Love PDF
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Are You Ticklish video

Good Morning, Good Night video

Who Do You Love video
Also available

Are you Ticklish?

Best selling touch and 
feel books

https://www.dropbox.com/s/7n2krli1hou3bca/13380_Good_Morning_Good_Night_9x8.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3casivte0nhxyhf/Who_Do_You_Love.pdf?dl=0
https://youtu.be/Uv5tvG--9-0
https://youtu.be/gW4kxeVLGd4
https://youtu.be/W7vW-p7hVio


Pelican’s Bill - by Kate Stone Age 3
Board book * 6 x 6” :* 6 spreads with moveable mouth *
Pelican uses his bill like a net. How many goodies can he get. Count along as Pelican 
collects 1-2-3-4-5 things in his bill, which gets bigger and bigger as he adds more to it. 
Then wait for the surprise ending which leaves all the animals happy. 
SOLD: USA, Vietnam. China (English)

Hungry Little Lizard - by Kate Stone Age 3
Board book * 6 x 6” :* 6 spreads with moveable mouth*
Hungry Lizard loves to catch bugs and he has a fun way of doing it,  with his tongue! 
After a busy day looking for  eating too many bugs, he really needs a nap. 
SOLD: USA, Vietnam. China (English)

No. No Dino’s - by Kate Stone Age 3
Board book * 6 x 6” :* 6 spreads with moveable mouth *
Dino likes all kinds of sweet and sticky goodies, he just cannot say no to lollipops, 
caramel apples, and birthday cake, and ends up with a sticky mess!
SOLD: USA, Vietnam. China (English)

Pelicans Bill PDF

No, No, Dinos PDF

Pelicans Bill video

No, No Dinos video

Peek-A-Boo and Peek –A-Boo-Zoo by Heather Brown Age 3+
Hardcover * 6” x 6” * 6 spreads with lift up flaps *
Peek-a-Boo is a lift-a-flap board book with 6 spreads .With soft, sweet illustrated 
animals throughout, hiding behind the flaps that are also their own body parts, kids will 
delight in finding out who’s hiding behind the giant tail or huge antlers.
SOLD: USA, Vietnam, China (English)

Peek-a-Boo PDF Peek-a-Boo Zoo PDF

Peek-a-boo! Too video Peek-a-boo Zoo video

Hatch  by Heather Brown  Age 3+
Board book  * 6” x 6” * 6 spreads with lift up flaps *
Can you guess what each egg will hatch? Read the rhyming clues and let your child guess 
before they “hatch” each egg by lifting the flap to find out who is inside, Is it a spider, a 
turtle or a chick?
SOLD: USA, Vietnam , China (English)

Hatch PDF Hatch video
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Hungry Little Lizard PDF

https://www.dropbox.com/s/88cq6xzivqz0kmm/96361-PGT-PelicansBill.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/b7iuxwln2kbqsei/38888-PGT-NoNoDinos.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvStt6ScCRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_DxuqbWOLM&amp;feature=youtu.be
https://www.dropbox.com/s/o7gmz7cb0jv0so3/PeekABoo-BBLiftAFlap.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/miej2pssl5fmraw/PeekABooZOO-LiftAFlap.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DooPgzFBzkg
https://youtu.be/LbggluFlf5Y
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ocazkifpjmfn22f/AADrwtFxv1VEogKj3egeO-3ea?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0ZmDBAHGrg
https://www.dropbox.com/s/k9vy8p0zrs9v0kz/HungryLittleLizard.pdf?dl=0
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All Aboard
Board  book * 7 x 4 inches (Closed) 65 x 4  inches (open)* 10 pages *  lift the flap *
All kinds of rail cars including dining,  and passenger cars  are shown in this wonderful board book from the engine to passenger and  dining cars.  The reverse side shows the train 
cars with flaps that are lifted to show the  inside of each rail car.
Sold: Japan      

ALL 
ABOARD

All Aboard video

Trucks All Around
Board  book *  7 x 4 inches (Closed) 65 x 4  inches (open)  * 10 pages *  lift the flap*
From mail trucks to fire truck and tow trucks, many different types of trucks are featured in this fold out book. When opened the reverse image is shown and flaps on each 
spread give a look at the interior of each truck.
Sold: Japan                                                Trucks All Around video

https://youtu.be/UW6IhVucCl8
https://youtu.be/E4QzRMpgFvI


ON THE GO! Age  2 +
Trim size: 7.8 x 6 inches * 10 pages * pop-ups *
This adorable book  features movable tracks and pop-ups on every 
page! Readers can drive a car along the track to a pop-up gas station, a 
plane into a pop-up hangar, a train into a pop-up station, and more! 
Colorful art and fun, rhythmic text makes this a must-have for 
preschoolers.
SOLD: N. America –English Language

ON THE FARM Age 2 +
Trim size: 7.8 x 6 inches * 10 pages * pop-ups *
Help the farmer herd his animals along the moving track into their 
pop-up homes. Then send him back to his own house for a good 
night's sleep! This unique book features five spreads with moving 
parts and pop-ups! Read the rhyming text aloud and have fun 
learning to identify different farm animals and where they live.
SOLD: N. America –English Language

UNDER CONSTRUCTION : A POP-UP MOVING TRACK BOOK * Age  3+
Trim size: 10 x 8.25 inches * 5 spreads with moveable trucks * Pop-ups*
Five construction trucks are hard at work! What are they building? Read 
and learn about these awesome machines while playing with them on 
an interactive track. Trucks include Bulldozer, Excavator Front Loader, 
Cherry Picker and Dump Truck. The last spread features a pop-up of the 
result of all their hard work.
SOLD: N. America –English Language

FIVE CARS STUCK AND ONE BIG TRUCK by David A. Carter
Trim size: 9 x 7 inches * Hardcover, 7 spreads* Pop-ups * 
We’re going on a trip;” OH NO WE'RE STUCK!”  As car after car 
arrived to help, each new one gets stuck! “ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, 
FIVE”! With five cars stuck in the muck who will come to the rescue?
SOLD: N. America –English Language* China

21Five Cars Stuck video

Under Construction video

On the Farm video

On the Go video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QWunPEDHns&t=7s
https://youtu.be/tS9GaaD-fsQ
https://youtu.be/R3lI3nWdkAk
https://youtu.be/9NGhe1y3rW0
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The Icky Sticky Frog video

The Icky Sticky Frog
Illustrator: Milena Kirkova, Author: Dawn Bentley
10.25" W x 10.25" H * 9 pages *Format: Lift-a-Flap Board Book

This quiet frog has a secret weapon—his icky, sticky, loooong tongue. The frog sits in 
wait until . . . SLURP! . . . he catches something different on each spread until the 
unexpected ending. The story is as fun as the book’s cover, with its shakable googly 
eyes and snap-back icky, sticky tongue.
Sold: US.

Animal Mix-Ups
by Rianna Riegelman and Jeff Cole
8 " W x 7" H * 6 spreads * Board Book with split pages*
Make your own crazy creatures with crazy names in this mix-and-match flap book.  
With lots of silly animal combinations, this little board book is an adventure every 
time!
Sold: US.

Animal Mix-Ups video

Mind Your Manners Age 0+
Board book *  6 x 6 “ 6 spreads* spot UV* Box set 6.25 x 6.25 x2.25”*
This colorful and beautifully illustrated series introduce basic manners in a fun and colorful 
way. In Let's Share, a friend comes to play but when he takes Kittens favorite bear instead 
of hitting or biting, she asks him to please take turns and the play date is a success. 
SOLD N. America, W. French

Let’s Share PDF Table Manners PDFSpecial Words PDF

Big Kid Board Books  Age 0+
Board book *  6 x 6 “ 6 spreads* spot UV* Box set 6.25 x 6.25 x2.25”*
Early development concepts introduced in a fun and colorful way in these sturdy board 
books. Box set or single titles available.  See Fox learning  how to go potty, Pig at bath 
time and Beaver brushing his teeth.
SOLD N. America, W. French

Brush Up PdfProud to Potty Pdf

Available as single titles 
or as a box set

https://youtu.be/7IIfrRT2ns8
https://youtu.be/b-TKAnpJW7s
https://www.dropbox.com/s/dzl9cq9ef0wcj07/MindYourManners-LetsShare.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/z1wy65xwn570sue/MindYourManners-TableManners.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7gi35y1sguc95d9/MindYourManners-SpecialWords.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wjeuvxznu6ldog6/Brush_UP.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kmwnk9dhkasmbtj/Proud_to_Potty.pdf?dl=0


Giggle and Grow Lion: Multi-sensory Crinkle Book.
Cloth book * 4”x 4” * 4 spreads with sensory elements* ages 0 + *
Safe ,durable, light and easy to  clean soft materials  with colorful illustrations. Designed 
to aid in the development of language, cognitive and motor skills.
Sold: US.
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Soft Books 6 Pack Multi-sensory Soft Books 
Box  size 9.375” x 8.5” * Book size 3” x 3” * 4 spreads *
6 mini soft books with colorful illustrations designed to help reinforce 
critical  development stages.  Titles include Shapes, Opposites, Who 
Says?, Numbers, Colors and My Favorite Things. 
Sold: US

Giggle and Grow Giraffe and Elephant Reversible Books 0-2 yrs. 
Reversible cloth book * 6 x 1.5 x 4.5 inches *
Giggle & Grow 2-in 1 Book Buddy is reversible for two soft animal books in one! Safe, 
durable soft material with no sharp parts! Designed to develop language, cognitive, and 
motor skills in early learners with 3 colorful spreads of adorable illustrated artwork that's 
easy to clean and ideal for infants and toddlers! 

Giggle and Grow Shake it Book Ages 0+ .
6 x 1.5 x 5 inches * Plush multi sensory rattle and crinkle book.*
Giggle & Grow Shake It Book is complete with rattle and handle - perfect for little hands! 
Safe, durable soft material with no sharp parts! Designed to develop language, 
cognitive, and motor skills in early learners with 3 colorful spreads of adorable 
illustrated artwork that's easy to clean and ideal for infants and toddlers!
Sold: USReversible cover  crinkle book, 

two animal covers  on one 
book

6 mini crinkle booksMulti-sensory  crinkle book

Multi-sensory rattle and  crinkle book



Little Jungle, Little Farm, Little Colors and Little Numbers  NEW
Padded cover* 5 Spreads with pops and flaps * 130mm x 130mm x 20mm *
Counting and Color fun for toddlers. Introducing early concept colors and 
numbers with these sturdy books which include pop-ups, flaps and lift- up-
tabs. 

Little Numbers videoLittle Colors video

Little Farm videoLittle Jungle video

Brush Your Teeth Please  Age: 2-5 
by Leslie McGuire & Jean Pidgeon
Hardcover * 175mm x 240mm * Pop-Ups * Pull tabs  *
What child can resist imitating a chimp brushing its teeth back and forth or a shark who 
flosses every day. Each spread has a pop-up animal who brushes his teeth either up & 
down, back & forth, and even flosses. 
SOLD: World English, Japan, Complex Chinese, Simplified Chinese

Don’t forget to floss! 

What Do You Do With a Potty? Pdf
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Brush Your Teeth Please video

What Do You Do With A Potty video

What Do You Do With A Potty? 
An important Pop-Up Book
Hardcover * 6 .9 x 6.9 x 0.7 inches *  10 Pages with pop-ups and pull tabs *
A classic bestseller, this pop-up book is the perfect way to introduce potty-training to your 
youngster. Fun  pops and pull-tabs will make this book an invaluable treasure in your 
child’s journey to potty training.
Sold: Taiwan, France, Spanish, Catalan

In print since 
1994

In print since 
1993

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avxUvqzgN6U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOtAXyb4wbw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eu3Ai09HknA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5t5LDNa40i4
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8wasemh1bjxlu7h/What%20Do%20You%20Do%20With%20a%20Potty.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZ7CqYOR_a0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctaNDsd77ZU


Skeleton in the Cupboard  by David Pelham
9 x 5.2 x 1 inches * Acetate Cover with moving skeleton* Punch out Skeleton. *
A clever, creepy creation with pull-the-tab and pop-up surprises.  Mister Bones is a 
skeleton who lives in a small boy's cupboard and follows him everywhere, creeping up 
behind him and yelling "Boo!”.  But one day Mister Bones is nowhere to be seen until 
readers discover that the spirited skeleton has a new home. The alluring die-cut cover 
of this bulky, fun-to-hold book is irresistible.  With a shake, one can watch the 
skeleton dance between open doors. Inside, pull a tab to make Mister Bones exercise.  
Open a page to see him pop out of the chimney.  And lift a flap to find the make-your-
own Mister Bones puppet.

The Raven - by Edgar Allan Poe * Design and Paper Engineering by David Pelham 
Illustrated by Christopher Wormell

Trim size: 250mm x 250mm * 7 spreads *  Pop-up on every spread *
The Raven first appeared in the New York Evening Mirror on January 29, 1845. It made 
Poe an overnight sensation and remains one of the most beloved and recognizable verses 
to date with translations in many languages including French, German, Dutch, Italian, 
Polish, Russian, Spanish, Yiddish and Czech.  David Pelham amazes us with his pop-up 
interpretation of this haunting love story teamed with the detailed illustrations of 
Christopher Wormell.  Together they really bring this haunting poem to life.
SOLD: W. English  

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore,
While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door.
‘Tis some visitor,' I muttered, 'tapping at my chamber door -
Only this and nothing more.’

THE RAVEN

Click HERE for video
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Skeleton in the Cupboard video

https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHNMSMN5HRT265KT6BVJBYCL6XDQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHFDUB6BG22GDM74FEHBGYTKC6TQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AH3CAOXJQ5C2VYDQGQWWBWD56DSA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06XBTHJY8?ref=dp_vse_rvc0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oExppcd0TOU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhIRZTE-JSM


One Two Three, Tiger Mouse Bee - A Pop-Up Counting Book
by David & Sophie Pelham
14.6cm x 4.2cm x 17.6cm * 20 pages * flaps and pop-ups *
Discover one cute little tiger peeking from behind a shrub and two tiny mice hiding and having fun. Ten spreads with a colorful pop-up on each spread, what a fun way to learn to 
count! 
SOLD: China (English language) 123 Tiger Mouse Bee video
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Animal Babies A To Z by Chuck Murphy
Hardcover * Pop-Ups , gatefolds * 16 pages * 10” X 6” *
Each spread includes four lift-the-flap or pull-tab letters and four wondrous and colorful  pop-up scenes.  Lift the letter B and discover a baby baboon out 
for a walk with its mother. Bold black and white graphics combined with vibrant color pop-up surprises this design scheme is a signature Murphy style.
Sold: English Language China

Animal Babies A to Z

Ten Little Lady Bugs - A Countdown Book
9” x 7” * 22 pages * Disappearing Ladybugs
In Ten Little Ladybugs, one by one, ten tactile ladybugs disappear. Where did they all go?. The cute critters provide a hands-on learning experience, and the 
rhyming text reinforces the counting concept as the reader counts down from ten.
SOLD: North America, W. French, Japan, Taiwan, Simplified Chinese

https://youtu.be/yvCoRPnnlR4
https://youtu.be/krd0XVxlggI
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Munari’s Traveling Sculptures by David A. Carter

Hardcover * 210mm x 210mm * 6 spreads * 5 pop-up sculptures *

Munari’s Traveling Sculptures is a tribute to the creativity of Bruno Munari and  explores 
an aspect of Munari's production, the travel sculptures. Here, we  recreate some of his 
sculptures in paper and celebrate the work of the artist. .

Sold: Italian
Munari Pdf Munari videoMaking Shapes video

Merry Christmas by David A. Carter
Hardcover * 7” x 7” * 7 spreads * pop-ups on every spread *
In this not- so- typical Christmas book,  David Carter puts his paper engineering 
skills to work creating this wonderful festive pop-up in his unique style. Seven 
beautifully designed spreads including lights that shine bright, snowflakes, and 
symbols of love.
SOLD: Spanish, Catalan, Japanese, French, Italian.

I Love You video

Making Shapes: A Pop-Up Book by James and Francesca Diaz 
Hardcover * 210 x 210mm * 5 spreads with pop-ups *
A fun book of shapes introducing basic one-dimensional shapes  such as the triangle, 
circle and square but then going a step further showing us what the 3D version of that 
shape is in a fun and interactive way the shapes jump of the page!

I Love You by David A. Carter
Hardcover * 7” x 7” * 7 spreads * pop-ups on every spread *
A beautiful book that expresses love with colorful pop-ups, rhyming text, and a hidden 
heart on each spread for the reader to find. A book for all ages and a great option for 
Valentines Day, Anniversaries, Birthdays or just because.
SOLD: W. English, French, Italian, Spanish, Catalan, Japanese.

Merry Christmas Video

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ld34styx51clky6/Munari%20Pdf.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhFSRSQoY2Q&t=3s
https://youtu.be/QFSXO8NgTSk
https://youtu.be/gAeHBo651Ok
https://youtu.be/zUlhsLG5Nqc


Little Mouse and Daddy
by David and Noelle Carter

Join Little Mouse as he searches for his daddy, 
asking all kinds of touchable creatures along the 
way. This touch-and-feel exploration is perfect for 
Father's Day and all year long!

Little Mouse and Mommy
by David and Noelle Carter
When Little Mouse cannot find his mommy, he 
encounters various animals along the way in his search in 
a book where young readers can touch the textured, 
animals.

Little Mouse Plays Peek-A-Boo 
by David and Noelle Carter
The story begins when an adorable baby mouse in 
diapers starts to seek his friends: a brown mole 
behind a pot filled with scratchy sand, a butterfly 
behind silky flowers  and a black skunk behind a 
watering can of shiny water. 

I’m a Little Mouse 
by David and Noelle Carter
Little Mouse is lost and as he searches for his mother, he 
greets several animals by saying: "I have fuzzy gray fur / 
a long pink tail / I'm a little mouse / Are you a mouse 
too?"  At last, Little Mouse encounters a creature that 
does have fuzzy gray fur and a long pink tail when he is 
happily reunited with his mother. 

Little Mouse and Baby
by David and Noelle Carter
Soon there will be a new baby and Little Mouse is 
very impatient waiting for the arrival.
Nice touch and feel  elements make this a soft 
huggable book.

Little Mouse’s Christmas
A Scratch the Scent  lift the flap book
by David and Noelle Carter
Can you smell what’s inside the box? Scratch and 
sniff to guess what’s inside Little Mouse’s 
Christmas gifts.

7” x 0.5” x 5.8” * 12 pages * 
Touch and feel elements

I’m a Little Mouse Pdf

Little Mouse and Mommy video

Little Mouse and Baby video Little Mouse Plays Peek-A-Boo

Little Mouse's Christmas video

Click HERE for video

Old Macdonald Had A Farm
Pop-Up Song Books by David A. Carter
240mm x 195mm * die cut hard cover * 7 spreads * flaps * pop-ups *
Old MacDonald is a cheerful-looking cat in overalls and a straw hat. Look behind 
the fence or under the reeds to find a pig with a twirly tail ("oink oink"); a 
quacking, bobbing duck; a neighing horse nuzzling a colt; and more..
Sold:  Japan

If You're Happy and You Know It
Pop-Up Song Books by David A. Carter
240mm x 195mm * die cut hard cover * 7 spreads * flaps * pop-ups *
Preschoolers will join in singing, "If you're happy and you know it...," while they help the 
playful animal characters clap their hands, wag their tails, and wink their eyes. Pull tabs 
to animate the  cat, dog, skunk, chicken, owl, and mouse. On the last page, all six 
animals pop up to "shout hooray“. 
SOLD: Japan
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Also 
available

https://www.dropbox.com/s/yesg8xgap3yn6in/I%27m%20A%20Little%20Mouse.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtFXaJvuou0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aadgRmgJqD0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kpt5V0OsOkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-mU7UzSXI6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_iUU1MePZs&feature=youtu.be


Spring  by David A. Carter
Extent:  7” x 7” * 6 spreads *  hardcover * pop-ups on every spread * flaps *
In Spring, floral pop-ups appear on every spread along with complimenting 
artwork that features plants and animals you would find in Spring. Water lilies, 
deer, robins and more are labeled for easy identification of animals and plants 
along with the simple text combined to make a great book.
SOLD: W. English, W. French, Italian, Japan,  Simplified Chinese

Winter by David A. Carter
Extent:  7” x 7” * 6 spreads *  hardcover * pop-ups on every spread * flaps *

As day turns to night, bright red cardinals flit from branch to branch, deer paw through 
the snow, and weasels in their white winter coats frolic among the berry-laden holly. 
Soon all the animals settle down to sleep. In Winter, simple verse and scenes bring to life 
the countryside as snow begins to fall. Each spreads pop-up and lift-up flap reveal the 
wonders of the season and all the animals as they settle down for the night.
SOLD: W. English, W. French, Italian, Japan, Simplified Chinese

Autumn  by David A. Carter
Extent:  7” x 7” * 6 spreads *  hardcover * pop-ups on every spread * flaps *
Autumn days have a chill in the air, the leaves change color and float gently from the 
trees. It is a busy time in nature with crops being harvested and animals readying for 
the winter. The squirrels are collecting acorns and birds are beginning to migrate. 
Beautiful images with labels for easy identification including porcupines, racoons, 
mice and more! Lift-the-flap and pop-ups add to the excitement of this fun title.
SOLD: W. English, W. French, Italian, Japan, Simplified Chinese

Click HERE for video

Click HERE for video

Summer  by David A. Carter
Extent:  7” x 7” * 6 spreads *  hardcover * pop-ups on every spread * flaps*
Summer days are long and warm, the fruits and berries are ripe and sweet and are 
perfect snacks for squirrels and birds. The flowers and vegetables are colorful and 
plentiful which the insects really seem to enjoy. Turtle even finds some time to enjoy 
the lazy days of summer bask in the sun. Lots of pop-ups and hidden surprises under 
the flaps.
SOLD: W. English, W. French, Italian, Japan, Simplified Chinese
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBPrXEeGK78&index=8&list=UUW0ftlU8vBv4Wauye2OAAnA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qcmU5Lwr6ko&index=11&list=UUW0ftlU8vBv4Wauye2OAAnA


Click HERE for video

Peek / Surprise!  by David A. Carter
Trim size: 9 x 9  inches * 5 spreads * 47 flaps *
In this simple but very effective and humorous flap book, there are lots of surprises to 
discover. Open the flaps on each page to discover a smaller flap, then another and another 
and then just keep on going and going to reveal interesting sea animals, shapes, the solar 
system and much more. This flap-book features a total of 59 fun and colorful flaps in this 
fun and educational flap book. 
SOLD: French Italian , Simplified Chinese, Japan

English  coverFrench cover

Spot the Dot  by David Carter
Hardcover * 20cm x 15cm x 2cm * 7 spreads * pull tabs * pop-ups *
Toddlers and preschoolers will love this colorful adventure as they try to Spot the Dot
hidden in the lift-the-flaps, turn-wheels, and pull-tabs. Vibrant colors throughout with a 
pop-up surprise on the last spread.
SOLD: US, Canada, France  30

Spot the Dot video

In A Dark, Dark Wood  by David A. Carter
10.3 x 8 x 0.06 inches * hard cover * 24 pages * pop-up *
"In a dark, dark wood, there was a dark, dark house" begins this well-known 
ghost story with its dramatic build-up and “Eek!"-producing finale. David A. 
Carter enhances the traditional tale with his own spooky paintings of the dark, 
dark house and its dark, dark mysteries.

Click HERE for video

Spooks  by David Pelham
260mm x 160mm * hard cover * 6 spreads * pop-up *
Meet Mr. Bones, like Jones, with a B. Follow along with him as he introduces you to  
some of his special friends who he would like you to meet. There is Count Dracula, who 
is spectacular, but he can’t sleep at night. They say he sleeps all day because he can’t 
stand the light. Next is Sir Fred who provoked the king with something he said, not a 
good idea if you want to keep your head! Meet lots more of Mister Bones friends in this 
perfect for Halloween “spooky” book.

Spooks video

https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHNMSMN5HRT265KT6BVJBYCL6XDQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHFDUB6BG22GDM74FEHBGYTKC6TQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AH3CAOXJQ5C2VYDQGQWWBWD56DSA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06XBTHJY8?ref=dp_vse_rvc0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QyfWC7uKQ2g&index=4&list=UUW0ftlU8vBv4Wauye2OAAnA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=woC3g2mIwgg
https://youtu.be/hsn2iCsVK4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNmsTqz361I&feature=youtu.be


Woof! Woof!  by David A. Carter
255mm x 255mm * die cut hard cover * 14 spreads with die cuts and tip-ons *
Woof! Woof!  Guess what the die cut is on each page, then turn the page for the 
answer. Simple, representational shapes, bold colors, and a clever die-cut design 
combine to create a guessing game with a delightful surprise ending.

Woof! Woof! Pdf

Whoo? Whoo?  by David A. Carter
255mm x 255mm * die cut hard cover * 14 spreads with die cuts and tip-ons *
Whoo? Whoo? Who is that animal peeking through the page. See if you can guess 
which cut-out shapes create which familiar barnyard animal. Six animals are introduced 
along with the sound they each make. Children will love to touch the die cuts and the 
pieces making this a nice tactile book!  

Whoo? Whoo? Pdf
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Puzzles 3D  by David Carter
Trim  size: 9” x 9” * 6 spreads * 6 3-D puzzle shapes *
More than a shape book 3D Puzzles introduces simple shapes but also the 3D form of 
that shape. Circle pieces slot together to make a sphere and the squares to make a cube. 
A great hands-on way to learn about shapes.
SOLD: French

Alphabet Trace and Number Trace by Sophie Pelham
Number Trace 130mm x 180mm (landscape) * 20 pages with flaps *
On each brightly-colored spread, open a giant flap to reveal a raised number or letter. 
Start at the colorful dot and trace the shape with your fingers so you can actually  feel 
the numerals shape. Bright, zingy colors and lots of interaction make this series a must 
have for children learning to count and write their numerals and letters!

Raised UV dots 
let the reader 

feel the letters.

Alphabet Trace video

Number Trace video

https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHNMSMN5HRT265KT6BVJBYCL6XDQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHFDUB6BG22GDM74FEHBGYTKC6TQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AH3CAOXJQ5C2VYDQGQWWBWD56DSA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06XBTHJY8?ref=dp_vse_rvc0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/a5p2kikozl5h2yl/Woof_Woof_PDF.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3mn5cszgw1a0sux/Whoo_Whoo_PDF.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIUSXSuMBvI&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OATcAOWceE


Necronomicon
Illustrated scenes from classic Lovecraft tales.
Extent: 11” x 8.5” x 1.5” * 5 pop-up spreads with end pages, two pull 
tabs with text from the original stories, magnetic latch.
Necronomicon is a fictional grimoire (textbook of magic) appearing in 
the stories by horror writer H.P. Lovecraft. In Necronomicon,
psychedelic nightmare painter Skinner has created five pop up scenes 
that match the cosmic strangeness found in Lovecraft's most seminal 
tales.  Featured in the book are: The Dunwick Horror, Shadow Out of 
Time, The Call of The Cthulhu, At The Mountains of Madness, and
Color Out of Space.   

The Pop-Up Art Book
Extent: 11” x 8.5” x  1.5” * 5 pop-up spreads with end pages * hardcover *
The Pop-Up Art Book is a collaborative project that brings together street art, comic 
books, illustration, and fine art. One piece of original artwork from each artist has 
been digitally deconstructed and then reconstructed into a multidimensional pop-up 
spreads. The pop-up spreads from each artist are: Aaron Woes Martin - Howling 
Masher,  Skinner - Morrigan Lupus,  Kozyndan - Drowning Party,  Junko Mizuno –
Pancakes, Tara McPherson - The Water Nebula,  Jim Mahfood - Bubble Gum 
Gangsters.  Foreward by David A. Carter. 

Click HERE for video

Click HERE for video

Click HERE for video

Pop-up Art for 
Adults

Triad - by Junko Mizuno and Rosston Meyer
Extent: 11” x 8.5” x 1.5’ * 5 spreads with pop-ups * end pages * hardcover *
Triad features three dimensional versions of artist Junko Mizuno's incredible style in an 
amazing sculptural paper art pop up. The world of Junko's three favorite characters: The 
Nurse, The Witch and The Wrestler have been reworked from original art. A self -taught 
Japanese artist now residing in the U.S. is recognized for her unique style of powerful 
and erotic female imagery.

Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh

wgah‘nagl fhtagn
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https://www.popositionpress.com/product/necronomicon-pop-up-book-standard/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJMlzXMnTNg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyElnqtorQQ&t=36s


All artwork and description of production specifications and manufacturing processes is shown solely for the purpose of assisting our customers to 

better visualize the projects and may not represent the final art, design and production finished projects. specifications of the project.

Dimensional Cannabis  Age 18+
12 x 9 x 2” * 6 spread s with pop-ups.*
Dimensional Cannabis is a pop-up book covering various aspects  of 
cannabis culture. Produced and published by Poposition Press the 
book is illustrated by Mike Giant  it contains six beautifully 
illustrated pop up spreads each designed by a renowned paper 
engineer 
.
•Paraphernalia designed by Ray Marshall

•Anatomy of Cannabis designed by David A. Carter

•Cannabis History designed by Simon Arizpe

•Medical Marijuana designed by Isabel Uria

•Cannabis Cultivation designed by Roger Culbertson

•Cannabis Culture designed by Kevin Steele

Click HERE for video

The world’s first pop up book 

about cannabis! 
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For information contact Angela at:

ajacob@jnjagency.com

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=635988166921957

